How do the conspiracy nuts respond to five simple pieces of evidence?

S. V. Anderson says:

Everyone knows that the conspiracy cult doesn't really have any evidence on their side. They have endless, contradictory, and illogical theories, but sadly for them... no evidence.

So how do conspiracy cultists respond to the evidence that DOES exist? Here are five simple pieces of evidence that help to establish Oswald's guilt. How do the cultists see them?

1. The rifle found in the TSBD was proven to belong to Lee Harvey Oswald.
2. The bullet and bullet fragments were all matched to Oswald's rifle and no other.
3. The autopsy photographs show all damage to Kennedy to have originated from above and behind.
4. No witnesses said on 11/22/63 that they saw any gun, or any gunman firing from any location other than the TSBD.
5. All bullet fragments were recovered IN FRONT of Kennedy and Connally—supporting the right-rear gunman scenario.

All right you conspiracy believers. How do you respond to five simple pieces of evidence?
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